Atlantic Track’s Crane Runway Division was created to provide you with a level of service and expertise that is second to none. Whether it involves heavy crane rail or lightweight ASCE rails, our sales professionals can provide you with a complete package of products to meet your needs.

We do more than just sell products … we sell solutions. Our goal is not only to sell the right products at the right price, but to provide them for the right reason.

For existing runways, we can perform surveys to examine what issues you are facing, help you determine what your problems are and how best to solve them.

On new projects, our crane runway team regularly works with design engineers and crane maintenance personnel to develop a system that applies the latest in product and design technology.

Atlantic Track strives to partner with you in solving all your runway needs. A partial list of our products and services include Crane Rail, CRANRAIL® clips and pads, Orgo Thermit welding, flash butt welding, cement grout, cable protection systems, base plates, expansions joints, runway surveys and installations.

The next time you need to think about the best solutions for crane runways… think of Atlantic Track.

The Year Was 1923... Calvin Coolidge was President of the United States. While the Twenties roared, our founder, John Barry, was quietly creating what would become Atlantic Track & Turnout Co. He received word from the “CINCINNATI” Frog & Switch Co. that “...effective November 1, 1923, and until further notice, we would be pleased to have you solicit the trade in the New York City district.” Our first order was received in January 1924.

Since those early days, Atlantic Track & Turnout Co. has managed to adapt to an ever-changing business environment. The fast pace of modern business, tempered by the traditions of the past, places Atlantic Track at the forefront of what is now a worldwide market.

Single Source Solutions became a necessity as workforces were being scaled back and customers became increasingly dependent on suppliers. Atlantic Track responded by expanding our product offerings to fulfill our customers’ need for a single-source supplier. This unique approach has allowed us to offer superior products at affordable prices, while providing our customers with one-stop shopping from purchase through ease of installation.

Sales “Plus” Every Atlantic Track employee is either directly or indirectly involved in sales.

In addition, we are available for pre-project planning, on-site engineering, and final installation advice. Our technical specialists are at your disposal no matter how large or small the job. We will “Package Ship” the right material at the right time and on time.

Atlantic Track also welds, bends, cuts, drills, punches, etc., per your drawings at our various plants strategically located throughout the country. For this purpose, we have the most modern fabricating equipment available.

Sales “Plus” means experience, up-to-date facilities, comprehensive inventory, and unequalled service, which add greater value to what we sell.

Employee Ownership results in Customer Service at its best. The employee owners of Atlantic Track are committed to personalized service on every request.

Our Promise Atlantic Track promises the delivery of high-quality materials at competitive prices with the best guarantee in the industry. We guarantee that all materials are carefully inspected before they are shipped. Any material which is not as represented can be returned by you at no cost. Atlantic Track & Turnout Co. will pay the freight both ways.
**Our Products**

**Crane Rails** are supplied from the nation’s largest inventories. They are available in standard and head hardened grade. Our rails not only meet ASTM-A759-00 specifications, but are produced using a 20:1 Bloom Reduction Ratio that ensures the best quality rail available anywhere in the world. Atlantic Track also stocks a complete line of tee rails and ASCE rails from 85-lb per yard to 20-lb per yard. In addition, we have developed a high-carbon rail that is designed to meet your most demanding requirements. These rails have a minimum BHN range of 370 to 400.

**Cranrail Clips** are available in one-hole and two-hole styles as well as welded or bolted designs to meet your exact requirements. They are sized to fit any rail section available. Our clips are adjustable, providing easier installation and alignment of the rails.

**Rubber Pads** are supplied to match the rail and clips selected for your runway. These important components provide a flexible bearing between the rail and the beam while helping to reduce noise and vibration.

**Flash Butt Welding** has become the preferred method of joining crane rails. Portable units with umbilical extensions of 100 feet or more allow us to flash butt weld on beams over 100 feet in the air.

**Orgo Thermit Weld Kits** are specifically designed for use in the field. They provide you with a dependable weld which is non-porous, fully fused and structurally sound.

**Atlantic Track Runway Services LLC (ATRS)**, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Atlantic Track & Turnout Co., was created to better serve you. ATRS is a single source service solution providing you with surveys, inspections, installations, repairs, maintenance, project management and other specialized services. Our expertise in runway systems helps you to define your requirements and to arrive at the most cost effective solution.

**Surveys and Inspections** are performed using a service known as POSI (Precision Optical Survey & Inspection), an integrated crane runway inspection that not only measures trueness of your crane’s runway, but is a total inspection of all the integrated components that make up your crane’s structural system. ATRS will then work with you to find the best solution and define a plan of action to correct and improve your runway.

**Installations and Repairs** by Atlantic Track Runway Services provide a turn key solution. After working with you to determine the areas of improvement, we can perform the necessary services to fully restore your runway. ATRS works on all types of crane systems: overhead, gantry, portal, stacker and ore bridge. Our diverse customer base includes:

- General Manufacturing Facilities
- Steel Mills
- Aluminum Plants
- Pulp and Paper Mills
- Container Ports
- Shipyards
- Cement Plants

Whether our customers require regular maintenance or have a special project, we perform:

- Optical Surveys
- Inspections
- Installations
- Repairs
- Rail Change Outs
- Rail Alignments
- Rail Welding
- Wheel Change Outs
- End Truck Changes
- Runway Structural Repairs
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atlantic track’s full product publications give you a complete reference library on crane rail and tee rail systems.

the crane rail book illustrates every component necessary for a complete runway system. our quick reference section, alone, will give you more information than all other catalogs combined. the remaining one hundred and nine pages provide detailed drawings, charts, and specifications on every component necessary for a runway system.

the crane rail book provides a comprehensive resource equal in quality to the in-depth service that has consistently been offered by atlantic track & turnout co. now there is not only a single source for materials but also a single source for information.

the sourcebook is our general catalog on tee rail, crane rail, railroad trackwork, transit trackwork and accessories for all applications. it is an everyday manual for purchasing, engineering and field personnel who are directly involved in our industry. it is also an excellent educational resource for one-time or first-time users of these products.

the sourcebook presents information that is highly practical and fundamental to the industry. it is the most complete guide for identifying and purchasing rail, trackwork and accessories.

please contact atlantic track to obtain one of our full product publications, as well as for additional information, product clarification and expert advice.

1-800-631-1274

for current e-mail addresses and additional information, visit our website at:

www.atlantictrack.com

other products

cement grout products are available for use in many different applications. atlantic track offers a wide range of placement consistencies, delivering a complete line of superior quality, high precision, non-metallic, non-shrink cement grouts. our grouts are specifically designed to be economical and easy to use in a variety of temperatures and conditions. anchor bolt adhesives are also available, enabling atlantic track to offer you a complete grout product line.

cable protection systems are supplied for use in port and pier applications. our complete cable trench system offers state-of-the-art protection for in-ground cables. custom-made stainless steel or galvanized trenches are available to fit every need. our re-designed trench guard belt provides the necessary flexibility and toughness required in today’s busy port environments.

base plates are custom-designed and are offered in various thicknesses and widths to suit your application. plates can be provided in both plain and galvanized finishes. consult with your atlantic track representative to discuss the many options available.

expansion joints are available in a variety of designs. our pushed web design provides for a full web section through the joint. drawings are available upon request.